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Abstract—For effectively measuring logistics standardization effect to promote the logistics standardization, it was proposed that logistics standards system and two kinds of “push” and “pull” logistics standardization modes based on supply logistics system architecture of automobile parts. Based on defining the logistics standardization composite index and its measurement method, using Malmquist index theory, it was decomposed that standardization efficiency variability index model of supply logistics system of automobile parts. Using the model and choosing the logistics standardization composite index, capital input, labor input, customer satisfaction degree index as input/output indicators, the supply logistics system efficiency and standardization efficiency were evaluated for six automobile assembly lines, and the evaluate results analyzed comparatively with the actual supply logistics operations of six lines to verify the availability of the logistics standardization efficiency variability index model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As the most basic means of reducing the cost and increasing the efficiency, standardization of supply logistics systems for automobile parts attracted wide attention in logistics industry [1]. However, due to the complexity of supply logistics resulted from the bulky and diversity of parts required by automobiles as well as the lack of relevant theory research findings of logistics standardization, the current status of logistics standardization in this field is still not satisfactory, which results in higher costs for supply logistics of automobile parts in China [2]. Aim to make logistics standardization effective so as to guide supply logistics systems of automobile parts gradually towards lower cost and higher efficiency, from the perspective of architecture of supply logistics systems and the logistics standardization requirements for automobile parts, this paper explored the logistics standards system of supply logistics systems for automobile parts and established the Malmquist productivity index as well as its standardization efficiency variability index decomposition model of supply logistics systems for automobile parts by aid of DEA Malmquist theory and method. The effectiveness of the proposed model was verified by using an example, which provided a new methodology for standardization work of supply logistics systems for automobile parts in China.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Throughout the existing research literatures about logistics standardization and its effect on logistics system efficiency, they are divided into three fields: first field is that the importance and problems of logistics standardization were studied. For this field, there were a lot of relevant literatures (especially in China), but most of the literatures were only limited in doing qualitative research. There were several representative literatures among them. In terms of problems brought from standardization of a roll-rack of supply chain logistics for milk in Norway, Jahre ect.[3] explained the influence on boundaries delimitation of logistics systems and logistics standardization work for improving logistics system efficiency resulted from extension of research scope for logistics which is from the chain to the net, and proposed that the trade-off between “ the current adaptation and future adaption ability ” should be balanced well for developing logistics standards, but no further to study how to balance. Based on making clear the importance, advantages and disadvantages of standardization in logistics network, Nathalie[4] analyzed the interaction relationship between logistics standards and interaction relationship between logistics standards and other logistics resources by aid of the example of logistics standardization for automobile industry, then draw the conclusion that the standards are basic elements that gets the varies logistics resources in logistics network effectively integrate together. The literature also suggested that more application for logistics standards, more efficiency for logistics systems, however, the more easily it can hinder the development of logistics technology, finally concluded that how to balance the antagonism relationship of logistics standardization is a key research topic in the field of logistics standardization. Ciliberti[5] took 83 companies in Italy that met a certain requirement as the research objects, based on counting the practices adapted by 83 companies in such as purchasing social responsibility, sustainable transportation, sustainable packaging, sustainable warehousing and reverse logistics, and analyzed that the impact on society, economics and environment was brought from practices for different logistics areas of enterprises, and each practice’ share and practice adoption index. The purpose of the research is to refine the relevant standard clauses that enterprises should follow for fulfilling the logistics social responsibility, and to provide the basis for standard setting of logistics social responsibility.

Second field is that the logistics standard system was studied. In this field, there are several representative articles,
such as Piao Huishu[6] proposed logistics standard system based on logistics system structure, and the standard system is consistent with China’s current logistics standard system table. On the basis of analyzing current status and existing problems of logistics standard system for China-ASEAN free trade zone, Wu Yanfeng[7] proposed the suggestion to set up the China-ASEAN standard and quality negotiation committee and pointed out that based on the logistics standard system of China, drawing from the strength of the standards of the each country in ASEAN was the best choice in establishing the logistics standard system of the China-ASEAN free trade zone. Wang Huixin[1] took supply logistics system of an automobile parts as an example, and put forward the standard system table of the third party automobile logistics.

Third field is that logistics efficiency and its evaluation methods were studied. In this field, there were many articles, which include from the researches about defining[8], importance[9] and measurement[10] of the logistics efficiency, researches[11] about method for improving the logistics efficiency to researches of evaluating the national macro-logistics efficiency[12] and third party logistics operation efficiency[13-14]. Among them, Tian Gang[12] took efficiency theory and productivity theory as the analytical framework, and utilized DEA method, statistical indicators method and SFA one-step method, from the angle of logistics systems, and analyzed the contribution approach of logistics technical efficiency and the technical progress for the sustainable development of regional logistics, and further from the point of view of region comparison, through empirical research, fully revealed the evolution process, regional characteristics and existing problems of the technical efficiency and technical progress of the logistics industry in China, and provided a theoretical basis and the new policy ideas for promoting the sustainable, coordinated development of regional logistics. Travel Min, etc.[13] took six third-party logistics companies in the United States (in the top 10) as an example, on the basis of calculating logistics operational efficiency of each enterprise, using DEA method, analyzed the correlation between the operational efficiency and enterprise operational income, net profit, resource utilization and competition performance index and the warning reflected from information of operational efficiency for management, thus verified that the DEA efficiency value takes an important role in analyzing relative competitiveness between homogeneous systems or enterprises and identifying the weakness of their respective management. Amer Hamdan, etc.[14] took 19 warehousing enterprises operated by the third party logistics companies in the United States as an example, on the basis of traditional DEA model with non-weighted constraints, further put forward improved DEA model with weight constraints based on the expert evaluation and enterprises’ goal, and made a comparative analysis between evaluation results derived from improved model and the results derived from current evaluation tool based on key performance indicators, and the analysis results verified the effectiveness of the improved DEA model.

In short, there are many researches that do qualitative study on importance of logistics standardization and use DEA method to evaluate the logistics system efficiency, but literatures which link logistics standardization to logistics system efficiency and do quantitative analysis about correlation between logistics standardization and logistics system efficiency have not been found.
III. SUPPLY LOGISTICS SYSTEM OF AUTOMOBILE PARTS AND ITS STANDARDIZATION MODEL

Logistics standardization is based on logistics standards. Logistics standards both taken from the logistics systems and service for the logistics systems, and its standard system is closely related to the structure of logistics systems.

A. Architecture of Supply Logistics Systems for Automobile Parts

Supply logistics of automobile parts is a complex system. It is a task for supply logistics systems to convey large and bulky parts required to the side of the production lines from over a hundred vendors in accordance with automobile production plans and on-line time requirements and to ensure the production process steady, orderly and efficient. It is a running target that at the right time delivering right quantity and varieties of right parts to the right place (that is, demanding point of all kinds of parts) in the right way, and at the same time, in pursuit of the lowest cost. Based on the research results of literature[6], architecture of supply logistics systems for automobile parts is shown in Figure.1. In terms of supply logistics systems for automobile parts, the process/function subsystem is at the core of the whole system, mainly including three links consisting of purchasing transportation, storage and distribution within organization or enterprises and five functions consisting of packaging, transportation, loading and unloading, storage, distribution. It is the main task of other subsystems how to obtain effective coordination between the three links and five functions so as to meet the requirement of automobile assembly, at the same time to make the whole system reduce the cost and increase the efficiency. As the fundamental of management, standardization becomes the most basic mean of prompting effective coordination between subsystems each other to realize the aim of reducing the cost and increasing the efficiency of the whole system.

B. Standard System of Supply Logistics for Automobile Parts and Standardization Model

In terms of supply logistics systems of automobile parts that collected tens of thousands of parts produced in different locations to the same production line, the importance of standardization is no doubt. It is the key that based on what standards how to standardize. It is first step to identify the required logistics standards and their system that benefit supply logistics systems of auto parts for reducing cost and improving efficiency. From the angle of the logistics standards that results from logistics systems and services for logistics systems, logistics standard system should be consistent with the architecture of the logistics systems. According to the architecture in Fig.1, Fig.2 shows the framework of supply logistics standard system for auto parts.

Based on the framework in Figure.2, developing effective and appropriate logistics standards is the target of supply logistics standardization for automobile parts. However, logistics systems are not immutable but dynamic systems changing continuously with market environment. How to seek a balance between variability of logistics systems and stability required by standardization is the biggest difficulty faced by the logistics standardization. Here, it is difficult point to identify the standards which need to be standardized within international range, the standards which need to be standardized within domestic range and the standards which need to be standardized within enterprise range.

C. Supply Logistics Standardization Mode for Auto Parts

In view of wide range of application and high degree of complexity of supply logistics for auto parts, and there is a bigger gap for technology and management level between enterprises each other, supply logistics standardization of auto parts can be advanced with two kinds of modes in parallel. Among them, one mode is “push” logistics standardization which gives priority to standardization bodies, through four links such as identifying standard requirements, developing and setting standards, popularizing and applying of standards and assessment of standardization effect to pursue standardization. Another mode is “pull” logistics standardization which gives priority to standard users, through identification, application and evaluating varies standards to spread effective logistics standards which are suitable for the enterprises gradually so as to realize standardization. “Push” logistics standardization focus on cost reduction and more efficiency of logistics systems for macro industries, and “pull” logistics standardization focus on cost reduction and more efficiency of logistics systems for micro enterprises. That two modes are

![FIGURE II. FRAMEWORK OF SUPPLY LOGISTICS STANDARD SYSTEM FOR AUTOMOBILE PARTS](image-url)
advanced in parallel brings about that the standardization scope of standards will be determined self-organizationally by market according to the standardization effect, and the standards will be popularized and applied.

So logistics standardization effect namely degree of logistics standardization impacting on the logistics system efficiency, however, should how to be measured. Using efficiency theory, this paper studied the measuring approach of standardization effect of supply logistics systems for auto parts.

IV. MALQUIST INDEX AND STANDARDIZATION
EFFICIENCY OF SUPPLY LOGISTICS SYSTEMS FOR AUTO PARTS

A. Malmquist Index and Standardization Efficiency
Variability Index Model

Since the Swedish economist Sten Malmquist put forward Malmquist index in 1953[15], Caves, etc.[16] first time used it for the calculation of productivity variability in 1982, and combining with DEA theory and method, technical efficiency and distance function can be measured through linear programming method, application of Malmquist productivity index (hereinafter referred to as the Malmquist index) had been rapidly developed. Malmquist index is defined on the basis of distance functions. In terms of a system, for multiple input and output variables set X and multiple output variables set Y, if tth stage production possibility set is expressed as \( S' = \{ (x_t, y_t) \} \) on rth stage, \( X \) can produce \( Y \), according to research literatures[17-18], the distance functions of the rth stage production activities \( (x^s \ and \ y^s) \) relative to output and input of the tth stage production possibility set \( S' \) are defined respectively as (1) and (2).

\[
D^*_t(x^s, y^s) = \inf \left\{ \theta | x^s, y^s / \theta \in S' \right\} = (\sup \{ z | (x^s, y^s) \in S' \})^{-1} \quad (1)
\]

\[
D^*_t(x^s, y^s) = \sup \{ \lambda | (x^s / \lambda, y^s) \in S' \} \quad (2)
\]

In (1) and (2), the subscript o and i mean that distance functions are defined based respectively on outputs and inputs. Based on outputs namely to maximize outputs under the condition that an assigned level of input is given. Based on inputs namely to minimize inputs under the condition that a pre-determined level of outputs is satisfied. According to the characteristics of system objects, we can choose one from (1) and (2).

The research[19] has shown, the distance functions from (1) and (2) respectively just are the reciprocal of optimal value of the C2R model under constant returns to scale or BC2 model under variable returns to scale in the DEA theory. Solving model of distance functions can be seen from (3) and (4). The research results provide the possibility for estimating efficiency variability.

Malmquist index is calculated by using the ratio of distance functions. According to the definition of Malmquist index[19], from nth to \((t+1)\)th stage, Malmquist index of measuring the total factor productivity growth can be expressed as (5).

\[
\text{max} \ z_t = (D^*_t(x^{t+1}, y^{t+1}))^{-1} \quad \text{s.t.} \quad x^{t+1} \geq \sum \lambda^t x^{t+1}, \ n = 1, ..., N
\]

\[
z_t, y^{t+1} \leq \sum \lambda^t y^{t+1}, \ m = 1, ..., M
\]

\[
\lambda^t \geq 0, \ k = 1, 2, ..., K
\]

\[
(3)
\]

\[
\text{max} \ z_t = (D^*_t(x^{t+1}, y^{t+1}))^{-1} \quad \text{s.t.} \quad x^{t+1} \geq \sum \lambda^t x^{t+1}, \ n = 1, ..., N
\]

\[
z_t, y^{t+1} \leq \sum \lambda^t y^{t+1}, \ m = 1, ..., M
\]

\[
\lambda^t \geq 0, \ k = 1, 2, ..., K
\]

\[
(4)
\]

\[
M(x^t, y^t, x^{t+1}, y^{t+1}) = \sqrt{\frac{D^*(x^{t+1}, y^{t+1})}{D^*(x^t, y^t)}} \times \frac{D^*(x^{t+1}, y^{t+1})}{D^*(x^t, y^t)} \quad (5)
\]

Distance functions in (5) were derived from the C2R model under the assumption of constant returns to scale. The value of Malmquist index was greater than 1, which indicated that total factor productivity increased from nth to \((t+1)\)th stage.

Empirical research[20] has indicated, Malmquist index can be further decomposed into the composite efficiency variability index and technical progress variability index under the assumption of constant returns to scale (C2R model). When returns to scale changes (BC2 model), the composite efficiency variability index can be further decomposed into pure technical efficiency index and scale efficiency index (see (6)).

\[
M(x^t, y^t, x^{t+1}, y^{t+1}) = \frac{D^*(x^{t+1}, y^{t+1})}{D^*(x^t, y^t)} \times \frac{D^*(x^{t+1}, y^{t+1})}{D^*(x^t, y^t)} \times \Delta \text{TE} \times \Delta S \times \Delta T \quad (6)
\]

D with subscript V represents the distance functions are obtained under the assumption of variable returns to scale while D with subscript C represents the distance functions are obtained under the assumption of constant returns to scale. \( \Delta \text{TE} \), \( \Delta S \) and \( \Delta T \) respectively represent pure technical efficiency variability index, scale efficiency variability index and technical progress variability index. Composite efficiency variability index represents the change of the system management level within two periods, and it reflects whether the decision-making unit is closer to the current production frontier to produce or not; Technical progress variability index represents the move of production frontier within two periods, and it reflects the technical innovation.

In this paper, Malmquist index may be taken as logistics system efficiency. In terms of supply logistics systems for automobile parts, standardization is a main mean of improving system efficiency, so when composite efficiency index of logistics standardization was took as an input variable, as a decomposition term of Malmquist index, composite efficiency variability index can be assumed as logistics standardization.
efficiency variability index ($\Delta W_{Be}$), that is, decomposition model of logistics standardization efficiency variability index is shown as (7).

$$\Delta W_{Be} = \frac{DV_{t+1}(x_{t+1}, y_{t+1})}{DV_{t}(x_t, y_t)} \times \frac{DC_{t+1}(x_{t+1}, y_{t+1})}{DV_{t}(x_t, y_t)}$$

(7)

B. Input/Output Indicator Selection and Data Processing

According to characteristics of supply logistics systems for automobile parts, input and output indicators for measuring efficiency variability were shown as follows.

1) Selection of input indicators

a) Logistics standardization composite index and its measurement: As defined in this paper, the logistics standardization composite index is an indicator which compositely reflects the degree of logistics systems meeting the relevant logistics standards.

According to the framework of logistics standard system in Fig.2, the relevant logistics standards are indentified and determined, and the composite evaluation indicator system of logistics standardization is produced. (see Fig.3)

FIGURE III. STANDARDIZATION COMPOSITE EVALUATION INDICATOR SYSTEM OF SUPPLY LOGISTICS SYSTEMS FOR AUTOMOBILE PARTS

Based on construction of composite evaluation indicator system of logistics standardization, with the help of evaluation method of synergistic capacity in the literature[21], the standardization composite evaluation value of logistics systems was obtained. Firstly, the indicator weighting subset is determined by using analytic hierarchy process (AHP), then fuzzy evaluation weights of the underlying indicators are derived by using fuzzy theory, and standardization composite evaluation value of logistics systems was determined by using fuzzy composite method, which was taken as the logistics standardization composite index value.

b) Capital input indicator: Capital input is an important indicator for measuring development of a company or an organization. There are many kinds of measurement form for capital input. Generally, there are the total amount of capital formation, fixed capital input, alterable capital input and capital stock.

c) Labor input indicator: Labor input can indirectly reflect the scale and development of logistics systems. There are many kinds of indicator for measuring labor input, including quantity of employment, labor time and labor intensity and labor remuneration, etc. Different measurement indicators are selected according to the characteristics of logistics systems for different companies or organizations.

2) Selection of output indicators: In terms of supply logistics systems of automobile parts, its main goal is to meet the production demand of parent factories. Therefore, customer (parent factories) satisfaction degree is a most important output indicator. Customer satisfaction degree is generally reflected by customer satisfaction degree index.

V. CASE STUDY

Currently services for supply logistics of auto parts in China are basically offered by the third party logistics enterprises. From the angle of problem research, this paper selected part supply logistics systems of 6 automobile assembly lines in China, which logistics services were provided by W logistics enterprise, as decision-making units to study. The six automobile assembly lines belong to different automobile models and brands, and the parts and suppliers of each assembly line are different, there are the certain gaps for their standardization degree of supply logistics systems and logistics system efficiency.

By means of the actual investigation for 6 supply logistics systems, on the basis of clearing the relevant logistics standards of varies systems and their respective promotion level, input and output data of each assembly line are analyzed and sorted out during the period of 2009 ~ 2014. Considering the
confidentiality, data for only one line was listed as shown in TABLE I.

Data relating to Malmquist index derived from using DEAP2.1 developed by Coelli T J were shown in TABLE II and TABLE III.

**TABLE I. DATA OF INPUT AND OUTPUT FOR LINE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators Year</th>
<th>Logistics standardization composite index</th>
<th>Capital input (ten thousand yuan)</th>
<th>Customer satisfaction degree index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>0.8452</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>0.8628</td>
<td>3920</td>
<td>1056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>0.8575</td>
<td>4307</td>
<td>1146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>0.8633</td>
<td>4870</td>
<td>1203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>0.8696</td>
<td>5081</td>
<td>1225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>0.8722</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>1236</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data in TABLE II showed, for No.1 and No.2 assembly lines, the average Malmquist index values were greater than 1, and the logistics standardization efficiency variability index values were also greater than 1, which explained that influence the logistics standardization efficiency variability index values remained rising, and in the past two years, the values were greater than 1, which reflected technology have been tended to be stable in recent years, not much improved, while the standardization efficiency has been growing, and affecting the system efficiency.

**TABLE II. AVERAGE VALUE OF EACH SUPPLY LOGISTICS SYSTEM IN 2009~2014**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production line</th>
<th>Pure technical efficiency variability index (ATE)</th>
<th>Scale efficiency variability index (AS)</th>
<th>Logistics standardization efficiency variability index (AWBe)</th>
<th>Technical progress variability index (AT)</th>
<th>Malmquist Index (M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.048</td>
<td>1.048</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>1.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.2</td>
<td>1.012</td>
<td>1.023</td>
<td>1.023</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>1.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.3</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>1.002</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>1.004</td>
<td>0.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.4</td>
<td>1.007</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.007</td>
<td>1.004</td>
<td>1.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.5</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>0.973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.983</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Actual investigation results showed, for No.3, No.5 and No.6 assembly lines mainly came from domestic, and the domestic suppliers were scattered, not only the scale was relatively small, and management mechanism in the logistics activities of transportation and storage was not perfect, but also standardization degree was lower, especially the information system was not unified with the parent factories, greatly hindered the improvement for operation efficiency of supply logistics systems for automobile parts.

Data in TABLE III also showed that in 2009~2014, although there were logistics standardization efficiency variability index values been greater than 1, the its average value was less than 1. And almost all technical progress variability index values were greater than 1, the average value was also greater than 1. The above reflected that in the recent five years, the promoting force for the logistics enterprise mainly was technical progress, and the logistics standardization has not become the main competitiveness of logistics enterprises. But by data comparison, we can find the logistics standardization efficiency variability index values remained rising, and in the past two years, the values were greater than 1, which explained that influence the logistics standardization produced on the logistics system efficiency was bigger and bigger.

Actual investigation results showed that, in recent years, W logistics enterprise has been committed to improve the management system and to increase the coincidence rate of relevant standards and customer satisfaction degree year by year, and the advanced information system was introduced for management in the warehousing and distribution, including the
acceptance of receiving standards, storage standards, replenishment standards, dispatch standards and delivery standards, etc., and the effect of which will gradually be reflected as the improvement of logistics system efficiency, and will further promote long-term development of logistics enterprises and even logistics industries.

In a word, the data obtained by Malmquist index model, the logistics standardization efficiency variability index model and technical progress variability index model reflected the actual operation status of six supply logistics systems.

VI. CONCLUSION

The logistics globalization promoted logistics standardization. Requiring coordination for logistics activities brought out systematic requirements of logistics standardization. Supply logistics systems of automobile parts provided a possibility for a small study on the logistics standardization effect.

Logistics standard systems that were taken from logistics systems and serviced for logistics systems needed to be in conformity with the logistics system architecture. “Push” and “pull” logistics standardization modes provided suitable and feasible methods for the development and promotion of effective logistics standards. Definition and measurement method of logistics standardization composite index made it possible for composite measurement of logistics standardization degree.

Malmquist index theory and method based on DEA provided a theoretical basis for research on the correlation between logistics standardization efficiency and logistics system efficiency. It is the choice of decision-making units and input/output indicators that are critical to effective application of the method. Through the selecting and applying of the input/output indicators such as logistics standardization composite index, capital input, labor input and customer satisfaction degree index, etc, effectiveness of Malmquist index of supply logistics systems for automobile parts and logistics standardization efficiency model was verified in this paper.

Although due to weakness of China's logistics standardization work and the limitation of collecting the data, etc., analysis depth and research conclusions were still preliminary, the research idea and method provided a new methodology for measuring the logistics standardization effect and promoting the logistics standardization.
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